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Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8561, Japan. * Corresponding author, mizutanilaboratory@gmail.com Image resolvability is the primary concern in microscopy. In micro/nano-tomography, a series of raw images are taken while rotating the sample. The resultant raw images are subjected to the tomographic reconstruction to visualize sample cross sections. Therefore, the resolution of the tomographic slice depends on the raw images. However, the resolutions of the pre-reconstruction raw images and their relationship with micro/nano-tomographic slices have not been delineated. Here, we report an analysis of the resolution of pre-reconstruction raw images of a human neuron and its reconstructed slices.
Post-mortem human brain tissues were collected with informed consent from the legal next of kin using protocols approved by ethical committees of the related organizations. Neurons in the brain tissue were labelled by Golgi impregnation [1] . The obtained tissue was embedded in epoxy resin. X-ray nanotomography was performed at the BL37XU beamline of SPring-8 (proposal nos. 2013A1384 and 2017A1143) . A Fresnel zone plate with an outermost zone width of 50 nm was used as an x-ray objective lens, and an x-ray guide tube as a beam condenser [2] . The optics fluctuation was estimated to be less than 10 nm. Absorption contrast images produced by 8-keV x-rays were recorded using a CMOS-based imaging detector (AA60P and ORCA-Flash4.0, Hamamatsu Photonics). The effective pixel size was 23.0 nm. A Siemens star chart with a minimum pitch of 100 nm was clearly resolved with these x-ray optics [3] . The tissue sample was mounted on a slide-guide rotation stage specially built for nanotomography (SPU-1A, Kohzu Precision). A total of 900 images were acquired with a rotation step of 0.20º and exposure time of 800 ms per image. Figure 1a shows a raw image of a human pyramidal neuron. The cell body apex indicated with a box was placed at the sample rotation axis so as to keep its position constant during the dataset acquisition. This box area was subjected to resolution estimation with the RecView program [4] available from https://mizutanilab.github.io/. Figure 1b shows the resolution plot of Mizutani et al [3] . Point spread function (PSF) of region of interest (ROI) can be extracted using this plot independently of structures in the ROI [5] . The full width at half maximum of the PSF was estimated from the left end slope. Linear regression was performed by using data between 0.2 × 10 -5 nm -2 and 2.0 × 10 -5 nm -2 . The obtained frame-by-frame resolutions (Figure 1c ) showed a few jumps in the first half of the raw image dataset, suggesting that sample drift occurred during the image acquisition. The resolutions of the latter half showed a plateau indicating that sample deformation and x-ray irradiation reached some sort of equilibrium. The resolution fluctuations are also ascribable to other factors, such as optics instability or nanometer glitches of the rotation stage. Tomographic slices were reconstructed from this dataset. The resolutions of the slices were estimated and plotted against the position along the sample rotation axis (Figure 1d ). The resolutions of the slices were mostly better than those of the raw images. This can be explained from the Hegerl-Hoppe theorem [6] . The resolution plot against the rotation axis showed no apparent trend, indicating that the resolution has no dependence on the position along the rotation axis.
This study revealed that the resolutions of raw images may fluctuate at the nanometer scale during data collection. The raw images and tomographic slices had slightly lower resolutions than that of the starchart image (≤ 100 nm). This suggests that rotation-stage precision and sample deformation, as well as the effect of the dose fraction theorem, are the resolution-determining factors of nanotomography. 
